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Abstract

Brain circuits process information through specialized neuronal subclasses interacting within a network. Revealing their interplay requires activating specific cells while monitoring others in a functioning circuit. Here we use a new platform for two-way light-based circuit interrogation in visual cortex in vivo to show the computational implications of modulating different subclasses of inhibitory neurons during sensory processing. We find that soma-targeting, parvalbumin-expressing (PV) neurons principally divide responses but preserve stimulus selectivity, whereas dendrite-targeting, somatostatin-expressing (SOM) neurons principally subtract from excitatory responses and sharpen selectivity. Visualized in vivo cell-attached recordings show that division by PV neurons alters response gain, whereas subtraction by SOM neurons shifts response levels. Finally, stimulating identified neurons while scanning many target cells reveals that single PV and SOM neurons functionally impact only specific subsets of neurons in their projection fields. These findings provide direct evidence that inhibitory neuronal subclasses have distinct and complementary roles in cortical computations.

Inhibition has fundamental and diverse roles in brain function, and is delivered by specialized cell types with distinct intrinsic properties and connectivity patterns1–3. This heterogeneity in cellular form and function suggests that different inhibitory subtypes may actually underpin distinct computational functions and even hold specific relevance to neurological disorders4 based on their unique morphologies and functional positions within the network. Previous pharmacological or intracellular studies in primary visual cortex (V1), which necessarily considered inhibition as a single entity, have produced diverse findings on the role of inhibition. On the one hand, inhibition has been proposed to sharpen neuronal responses by removing weak inputs5–7, though there have been conflicting reports on whether inhibition predominantly targets non-preferred responses or preferred ones8–10. On the other hand, inhibition has been posited to control response gain, a network mechanism by which cortical networks rapidly ‘divide’ or scale their dynamic range of responses11.
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This mechanism has been proposed as fundamental to processing across many brain systems, from primary sensory computations\textsuperscript{12} to attention\textsuperscript{13}, multisensory integration\textsuperscript{14}, and value estimation\textsuperscript{15}.

Here we show that inhibition in the cerebral cortex can have either of these functions, depending on its cellular source. We propose that two key inhibitory neuron subclasses, soma-targeting PV neurons and dendrite-targeting SOM neurons, which together comprise a substantial proportion of cortical inhibitory neurons in mice\textsuperscript{16,17}, drive different kinds of inhibition. We combined optogenetic activation of individual or populations of PV or SOM neurons with monitoring the effects in target cells using high-speed imaging of functional responses\textsuperscript{18} as well as cell-attached electrophysiological recordings\textsuperscript{19}. These methods complement both static wiring diagrams\textsuperscript{20} and wiring patterns examined in tissue slices\textsuperscript{21–24} by revealing targeting specificity and functional consequences of inhibitory neuron activation in intact circuits processing visual information.

Optical dissection of network interactions

To measure the effects of distinct cell classes within a functioning network, we built a custom system combining optogenetic stimulation with \textit{in vivo} two-photon imaging in the mammalian brain (Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. 1). Our imaging system (Supplementary Movie 1) sampled calcium responses from neurons loaded with a fluorescent reporter using a scan path customized for each image\textsuperscript{25}, at high speed but also high dwell times within neurons, yielding highly repeatable measurements of orientation-selective responses and clear tuning curves (Fig. 1a–f, Supplementary Figs 2 and 3, and Supplementary Movie 2).

To optically activate PV or SOM neurons, in parallel experiments, we used Cre/loxP recombination to express channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) in PV or SOM neurons in the mouse visual cortex (Supplementary Fig. 4). This led to highly specific and reliable on-demand activation of infected neurons in visual cortex that was verified both in slices and during visual stimulation \textit{in vivo} (Fig. 1g and Supplementary Fig. 4). PV or SOM neurons were photo-activated for a 1-s interval at the onset of visual stimulation (Fig. 1h), enabling us to compare the control visual responses of neighbouring, non-infected neurons during episodically presented drifting oriented gratings (Fig. 1i) to responses in interleaved trials in which the cells were inhibited through PV or SOM activation (Fig. 1j and Supplementary Fig. 5). Concurrent calcium imaging and optogenetic stimulation enabled us to quantify interneuron suppression of neighbouring cells across the network (Fig. 1k).

Distinct functions of inhibitory cell classes

Using this system, we activated PV or SOM cells while recording the visual responses of non-infected cells to oriented drifting gratings (Supplementary Movie 3, Fig. 2a–d and Supplementary Fig. 5). Control responses of target cells were similar in PV and SOM experiments (Supplementary Fig. 6), and suppression by ChR2 was calibrated to a similar moderate range for all experiments (Supplementary Fig. 6i). Interestingly, PV activation caused a larger suppression when control responses were higher (Fig. 2e), whereas SOM activation caused a relatively uniform suppression of the full response profile (Fig. 2f), particularly when the control responses or baseline levels were high relative to the suppression thereby avoiding a ‘floor effect’. Indeed, the slope of the relationship between relative suppression and control response was significantly greater when PV cells were activated (Fig. 2g, i) than when SOM cells were activated (Fig. 2h, i): PV, $n = 150$ cells; SOM, $n = 77$ cells; $P < 0.001$, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test). Comparing the suppression at different response strengths for pooled cells further showed the asymmetric relationship between response and suppression when PV cells were activated (Fig. 2j): responses at 40, 60 and 80% of the maximum were less suppressed than those at maximum response strength; $P$
< 0.05–0.001 for all pair-wise comparisons with 100%). In contrast, SOM suppression affected weak and strong responses similarly (Fig. 2k; responses at 40, 60 and 80% compared to responses at 100%; $P > 0.2$). Thus, suppression by SOM cells is relatively uniform across responses of different strengths, whereas suppression by PV cells is non-uniform and proportional to the response level of the target neuron.

Proportionate suppression would ‘scale’ responses, reducing the tuning curve’s peak more strongly than its spontaneous response level or baseline, whereas uniform suppression would ‘shift’ the entire tuning curve downwards, including the baseline (Supplementary Fig. 7). Indeed, averaging the tuning curves of cells recorded during PV-cell ChR2 activation revealed a scaled down version of the control tuning curve (Fig. 2l), whereas activating SOM-cell ChR2 yielded a more uniform downwards shift of the control curve (Fig. 2m).

The presence of a response ‘floor’ or threshold influences how different forms of suppression impact the orientation tuning curve (Supplementary Fig. 7). Examining cells in which post-ChR2 responses were largely above the ‘floor’, to accurately quantify the full distribution of suppression across the whole curve (Supplementary Fig. 7a), showed that PV and SOM activation both reduced the baseline responses at non-preferred orientations (Fig. 2n; +PV (PV neurons activated optically), 11 ± 4% decrease in baseline, $P < 0.05, n = 52$ cells; versus +SOM, 19 ± 6%, $P < 0.001, n = 25$ cells). PV but not SOM activation decreased the peak:baseline amplitude of cells’ tuning functions (Fig. 2o; +PV, 28.5 ± 4.5% reduction, $P < 0.001$; +SOM, 19.8 ± 11.2%, $P = 0.10$), consistent with a larger reduction at the peak relative to the baseline. PV activation did not affect the orientation selectivity index (OSI) of target cells (Fig. 2p; control, 0.29 ± 0.01; versus +PV, 0.29 ± 0.01; $P = 0.71$; see also Supplementary Fig. 8), whereas SOM activation increased the OSI (Fig. 2p; control, 0.26 ± 0.01; versus +SOM, 0.30 ± 0.01; $P < 0.01$). Similarly, PV activation did not affect the tuning width of target cells (Fig. 2q; control, half-width at half-height, 38.7 ± 3.0 degrees; versus +PV, 35.2 ± 3.0 deg; $P = 0.31$), whereas SOM activation narrowed the tuning width (Fig. 2q; control, 45.7 ± 4.1 deg; versus +SOM, 37.5 ± 4.3 deg; $P < 0.01$). The effects on the direction selectivity index (DSI) were similar in trend (Fig. 2r; PV: 0.33 ± 0.03 control DSI versus 0.36 ± 0.03 +PV DSI, $P = 0.44$; SOM: 0.28 ± 0.04 control DSI versus 0.34 ± 0.05 +SOM DSI, $P = 0.10$). Thus, the relatively uniform suppression by SOM cells leads to a sharpening in response selectivity of target neurons, whereas the non-uniform but proportional suppression by PV cells reduces response magnitude but does not change response selectivity.

### PV and SOM effects measured electrophysiologically

We examined further the different effects of PV and SOM activation using electrophysiological cell-attached recordings in vivo (Fig. 3a). Putative pyramidal neurons (Fig. 3b) were identified by their regular spiking properties (Fig. 3c); the peak:trough ratio of individual spikes was larger for all recorded cells than in identified fast-spiking PV-positive neurons (2.82 ± 0.20 for all recorded cells, $n = 21$; 1.41 ± 0.18 in PV-positive neurons, $n = 53$; $P < 0.001$). Moderate levels of PV- and SOM-mediated suppression (Supplementary Fig. 6i) had clearly different effects on spike responses of target cells and resultant orientation tuning curves (Fig. 3d, e), even in cells with very different response levels (Fig. 3f, g). PV suppression depended on the level of control response, whereas SOM suppression shifted tuning curves downwards more uniformly (Fig. 3h–k; PV, $n = 21$ cells, SOM, $n = 17$ cells). The changes in average tuning curves (Fig. 3i, m), and their parameters (Fig. 3n–r; Supplementary Fig. 8), showed that SOM but not PV suppression sharpened response selectivity, consistent with a model in which PV activation leads to a division of target cell responses but in which SOM activation leads to a subtraction (Supplementary Fig. 9).
Differential inhibitory impact on target-cell gain

The divisive impact of PV activation suggests that PV neurons implement dynamic response gain control in cortex, which has been previously attributed to intracortical inhibition\(^{26,27}\). We carried out cell-attached recordings and examined the effects of PV and SOM activation on a canonical measure of response gain, the modulation of responses with increasing contrast (Fig. 4a, b). PV activation (Fig. 4c) led to contrast response curves with reduced gain (slope), whereas SOM activation (Fig. 4d) decreased responses relatively uniformly (with a floor effect at low response levels). The PV activation curves were better fit by a divisive scaling model than a subtractive model, whereas SOM activation curves were better fit by the subtractive model (Supplementary Fig. 10). PV- but not SOM-mediated suppression was dependent on the response level, as shown by both suppression-response slopes (Fig. 4e, f; PV, 0.11 ± 0.03, \(n = 17\) cells; versus SOM, −0.008 ± 0.02, \(n = 16\) cells; \(P < 0.01\); Supplementary Fig. 11a, b) and suppression-response strength comparisons (PV, \(P < 0.05\)–0.001 comparing suppression at 40%, 60% and 80% response to that at 100% (Fig. 4g); SOM, \(P > 0.2\) comparing suppression at 40%, 60% and 80% response to that at 100% (Fig. 4h)). PV activation scaled response magnitude (Fig. 4i; +PV: \(R_{\text{max}}\) 64.1 ± 3.5% of control; \(n = 17\) cells; \(P < 0.001\)) without affecting half-saturation contrast (Fig. 4j; +PV: \(C_{50}\) 95.0 ± 10% of control; \(P = 0.65\)). SOM activation significantly reduced \(R_{\text{max}}\) (Fig. 4i; +SOM: 73.6 ± 5.3% of control; \(n = 16\) cells; \(P < 0.001\)), but unlike PV, also significantly increased \(C_{50}\) (Fig. 4j; +SOM: 141 ± 17.7% of control; \(P < 0.05\)), with no effect on the response gain (\(P = 0.23\) comparing slopes at \(C_{50}\) before and after SOM activation; versus \(P < 0.01\) comparing slopes before and after PV activation; see also Supplementary Fig. 11). Thus, PV but not SOM activation contributes directly to controlling the gain of target-cell responses.

Single-cell circuit maps of network connections in vivo

The functional roles of inhibitory neurons are manifested through the spatial distribution and functional targeting of subclasses of inhibition onto cortical cells in the local network. To define the output connections of single inhibitory neurons, we developed a system to focally stimulate an individual neuron while simultaneously imaging responses from large numbers of cells to assess their functional coupling (Fig. 5a). The ChR2-stimulating 473-nm beam was narrowed to a small effective radius and focused on sparsely distributed ChR2-positive cells (Fig. 5b and Supplementary Figs 12–16). Thus, we could optically activate chosen PV or SOM neurons in vivo while concurrently sampling population responses with targeted imaging (Fig. 5c and Supplementary Movie 4).

Mapping response modulation across a network while controlling a PV ChR2 cell or a SOM ChR2 cell (Fig. 5d, h), we found that visual responses of some neighbouring neurons were significantly suppressed while other cells were unaffected (Fig. 5e, i), resulting in maps of the functional suppression triggered during focal PV or SOM activation (Fig. 5f, j). Similar non-uniform, heterogeneous maps of functional PV and SOM cell connectivity were obtained from every imaged animal (Supplementary Fig. 17; PV, \(n = 4\) networks; SOM, \(n = 5\) networks). Focal PV activation resulted in the significant suppression of 43.1 ± 2.1% of neurons within the field of view, whereas focal SOM activation suppressed 16.2 ± 2.9% of neurons. Electrical stimulation of a single cell through whole-cell patch recording in vivo yielded a similar suppression map (Supplementary Fig. 18). Single PV or SOM neuron activation rarely triggered observable dis-inhibition (Supplementary Fig. 19). The nature of suppression was very similar to that observed with full-field activation: the amount of suppression by PV cells depended on the strength of the control response, whereas focal SOM stimulation resulted in more uniform suppression (Fig. 5h, m; see also Supplementary Fig. 20). Thus, the effects of SOM- and PV-mediated inhibition are distinct, whether they
are evoked by populations or single SOM or PV neurons. Furthermore, these maps of 
affected neurons show remarkable diversity in the functional suppression exerted by specific 
PV or SOM neurons within their local neighbourhoods.

Functional connectivity of inhibitory networks

An important question is whether there is an underlying logic through which an inhibitory 
cell makes functional connections with its target cells. We tested whether, in vivo, 
functional suppression by single PV or SOM neurons can be predicted by spatial or functional 
relationships. The distance to potential targets did not predict whether a 
neuron was significantly (P < 0.05) suppressed by PV or SOM neurons within 100 μm 
(Supplementary Fig. 21a), and there was no significant relationship between suppression 
strength and distance for the population of either PV- or SOM-stimulated networks (Fig. 6a; 
PV, P = 0.80, R = −0.03, 4 networks; SOM, P = 0.1, R = −0.28, 5 networks). Furthermore, 
the spatial patterns of suppression by PV and SOM neurons were less clustered than a 
thoretical ordered distance model, and statistically similar to randomly targeted networks, 
although PV networks tended to be more spatially coherent than SOM networks 
(Supplementary Fig. 21b–d). Thus, individual PV and SOM neurons do not seem to 
functionally affect neurons along a distance gradient within their local network.

We then asked whether there was any relationship between the preferred orientation of an 
inhibitory cell and the preferred orientations of its targets. Comparing the tuning curves of 
activated inhibitory neurons and the tuning of significantly suppressed cells (Fig. 6b, c), 
showed that PV cells targeted higher percentages of neurons that matched their own 
preferred orientations than the orthogonal or the expected percentage predicted by random 
targeting (Fig. 6d, top panel; preferred orientation (PO), 44.3 ± 7.6%; orthogonal, non-
preferred orientation (nonPO), 20.4 ±4.8%; P < 0.05, treating each network as a single 
observation; n = 210 target cells from 4 PV networks; PO versus random PO, P < 0.05). 
However, for SOM cells and networks, the orientation distribution of suppressed cells was 
more uniform, with no significant difference between the percentage of targeted cells at the 
preferred orientation versus the orthogonal of the source SOM cells (Fig. 6d, bottom panel; 
PO, 13.5 ± 3.8%; nonPO, 8.1 ± 4.6%; P = 0.39, n = 238 target cells from 5 SOM networks). 
These results indicate that PV cells preferentially target other neurons that have similar 
preferred orientations, whereas SOM neurons seem to have a broader range of targets.

Discussion

Although a growing literature has started to examine the input and firing properties of 
specific inhibitory neuron classes, little is understood about the functional nature of 
their output. By triggering inhibition and measuring its effects on connected cells in the 
functioning cortex, we have shown the computational impact of different forms of inhibition 
on sensory processing. PV neurons principally implement divisive normalization, whereas 
SOM neurons perform relatively uniform subtraction of responses in their targets, leading to 
complementary effects on neuronal responses: SOM neurons alter stimulus selectivity, 
whereas PV neurons preserve selectivity, and PV neurons modulate response gain, whereas 
SOM neurons shift response levels, leaving response gain unaffected. These effects are 
mediated by complementary local circuits: PV neurons preferentially target iso-oriented 
neurons, whereas SOM neurons target cells with a wide range of orientation preferences.

The role of inhibition in shaping stimulus selectivity of visual cortex neurons has been 
difficult to resolve with previous methods. Intracellular recordings from V1 neurons have 
found closely matched tuning of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic conductances, indicating that inhibition might not sharpen orientation selectivity, and intracellular blockade
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of inhibition indeed does not seem to affect orientation tuning\textsuperscript{33}. However, broadly tuned or untuned inhibition can in principle sharpen neuronal responses; such inhibition has also been described in V1 neurons\textsuperscript{10,34,35}, and pharmacological blockade of network inhibition broadens orientation selectivity\textsuperscript{5–7}. We show that SOM-mediated inhibition targets cells with a range of preferred orientations, and its presence on dendrites probably serves to sharpen the wide orientation preference of dendritic excitatory inputs\textsuperscript{36}. Consistent with SOM neurons having this role, genetic reduction of a subset of dendrite-targeting interneurons broadens orientation selectivity\textsuperscript{37}.

Inhibition has long been proposed to regulate the gain of cortical responses, and we now show that PV cells are crucial for this function. Consistent with our findings, a recent study\textsuperscript{26} has demonstrated that activating PV-interneuron populations in mouse visual cortex has a divisive scaling effect on responses of target neurons. Rapid PV-mediated inhibition matched to excitation in time could shape response gain as well as selectivity, as shown in the auditory\textsuperscript{9,38}, somatosensory\textsuperscript{39,40} and prefrontal cortex\textsuperscript{41}. Finally, the regulation of response gain by PV cells makes them an attractive mechanism for the developmental regulation of inputs during experience-dependent plasticity of cortical circuits\textsuperscript{42}.

The distinctive effects of PV and SOM inhibition may arise from their cellular regions of impact\textsuperscript{43}, and possibly synaptic differences between the cell types\textsuperscript{44,45}. The methods we have described provide a basis for ‘functional connectomics’ in active cortical circuits, and also reveal the complementary computational roles of specific inhibitory cell classes \textit{in vivo} during sensory processing. In bridging the gap between cellular and network function, these methods should be applicable to many cortical areas and cell types, to elucidate their functional connectivity and embodied computational principles.

**METHODS SUMMARY**

Details of mice and viral constructs used, animal surgical preparations, \textit{in vitro} slice characterization of ChR2 function, interneuron expression, \textit{in vivo} two-photon guided cell-attached recording, development of high-speed targeted scanning of calcium responses, development of simultaneous two-photon imaging and optogenetic stimulation, the focal stimulation system, and details of data analysis are described in the Supplementary Methods.

**Supplementary Material**

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. All-optical network dissection of cortical subclasses during visual computations

a, Directed light, for optical recording and stimulation, was targeted to the V1 of an animal being shown visual stimuli. b, A traditional raster scan located cells in the network that were bulk-loaded with the calcium indicator dye OGB. c, Cells that were automatically identified were then imaged at high speed using targeted two-photon scanning along an arbitrary scan path. d, This enabled detection of robust cellular activity in response to episodically presented oriented drifting gratings, and this activity could be analysed as primary signals or deconvolved to estimate action potentials (red lines). e, Evoked optical traces were highly consistent over repeated presentations of visual stimuli. f, The clear, repeatable responses enabled the resolution of well-defined responses (dots), fit by dual Gaussian curves (lines). Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m. g, Image of an mCherry-ChR2+ PV+ (channelrhodopsin-2- and PV-positive) cell targeted in vivo for cell-attached recording. h, Evoked action potentials from an mCherry-ChR2+ PV+ cell. PV+ neurons were activated at the onset (3.9 s) of 4 s of visual stimulation, through 10-Hz stimulation of the PV+ neuron. i, j, Recording of the visual response of a PV− neuron in the control condition (i) and with PV activation (j). k, Left, cell population loaded with OGB dye (top), and responses of a cell marked by an asterisk in the network shown in the top right panel (bottom). Right, cells colour-coded by the magnitude of their visual response in the control condition (top) and when PV+ neurons
were activated (bottom; colour bar, ΔF/F%). A ChR2+ PV neuron in the network is circled.
+PV, optical PV activation; Ctrl, control; PV−, PV-negative; PV+, PV-positive.
Figure 2. Impact of PV- and SOM-driven inhibition on the tuning of neuronal responses

a. An imaging site showing neurons loaded with calcium indicator (OGB1-AM, green) and two PV+ neurons expressing mCherry-ChR2 (PV-ChR2, red) in visual cortex in vivo.

b, Optical responses to visual stimuli, either without (Control) or with (+PV) simultaneous optical PV activation in interleaved trials, recorded during episodically presented oriented drifting gratings (see Fig. 1d). The photo-artefact from ChR2 stimulation has been removed from these trials.

c, d. Same as (a and b), but from an experiment with mCherry-ChR2 expression in SOM neurons.

e, f, Control tuning curves (black) were suppressed with ChR2 activation of PV neurons (blue) or SOM neurons (pink) in four example cells.

f. The normalized suppression plotted as a function of control response strength in two example cells.

i, j, Normalized suppression of PV (blue) and SOM (pink) activation.

k, l, Population data showing the amount of PV- and SOM-mediated suppression at different response levels.

m, n, Average tuning curves showing control responses and effects of PV (blue) or SOM (pink) activation.

p, q, Effects of PV and SOM activation on tuning, including baseline, peak-baseline amplitude, OSI, tuning width and DSI. NS, not significant. †P < 0.10; *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m.
Figure 3. Electrophysiological analysis of PV-and SOM-driven inhibition

a, PV or SOM neurons were optogenetically activated while recording visual responses (measured in volts (V)) using targeted in vivo cell-attached recordings. b, A pyramidal neuron was patched under two-photon guidance and filled with Alexa 488 dye. c, Representative spikes recorded. d, e, Spike rasters depict responses of target cells in time over 18 directions, pooled over multiple trials in control conditions (black) and during activation of PV (blue) or SOM (pink) neurons. f, g, Control tuning curves (black) were suppressed with ChR2 activation of PV neurons (blue) or SOM neurons (pink) in four example cells with very different response levels. h, Representative examples of the relationship between PV-mediated (blue) and SOM-mediated (pink) suppression and control response strength. i, Bar graph of mean suppression versus response slopes during PV (blue) and SOM (pink) activation. j, k, Population data for the amount of PV- and SOM-mediated suppression seen at different response levels. l, m, Average tuning as in Fig. 2l, m, before (black) and during PV (blue) or SOM (pink) activation. n–r, Effects of PV and SOM activation on tuning-curve parameters, as in Fig. 2n–r. †P < 0.10; *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; NS, not significant. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m.
Figure 4. Modulation of response gain by PV and SOM cells during targeted cell-attached recordings

a, Example responses from a neuron stimulated with drifting gratings of increasing contrast, at the cell’s preferred orientation. b, Naka–Rushton curve describing the increase in responses with increasing contrast. c, d, Four example cells whose control response–contrast curves (black) were suppressed by PV (blue) or SOM (pink) activation. C_{50} values are marked (green circles). e, Relationship between suppression and response when a PV cell was activated (slope = 0.15). f, The mean suppression versus response slope was larger when PV cells were activated than when SOM cells were activated. g, h, Population data for the amount of PV- and SOM-mediated suppression observed at different response levels. i, j, Effects of PV and SOM activation on response–contrast function parameters R_{max} and C_{50} (see b). *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; NS, not significant. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m.
Figure 5. Dual-laser optical mapping of network connections to reveal maps of functional inhibition by single PV and SOM neurons

a. Two laser systems are controlled independently and synchronized for concurrent high-speed imaging and targeted spatial stimulation of a ChR2-expressing inhibitory neuron. 
b. A SOM ChR2+ neuron in vivo was patched and recorded while systematically mapping target locations with a focused 473-nm laser; spikes were elicited only when stimulation was targeted on or very near to the soma. The colour bar indicates the spike probability at each location (0–100%). 
c. All-optical circuit mapping. Optical activation of one neuron (blue spot) during targeted recording of another neuron (red spot). Activity in the recorded neuron was measured with no stimulation (Control, black), full-field activation of PV neurons.
(blue), targeted activation of the PV neuron (red), and while aiming the stimulation beam 100 μm off-target (grey). Visual responses were suppressed by both full-field and single PV-cell activation. d. Mapping the influence of targeted PV activation on neighbouring cells revealed some cells that were significantly suppressed by PV activation (red, 1–3) which were clearly intermixed with other nearby cells that were not affected (white, 4–6). e. Tuning curves for cells 1–6 comparing cell responses during control (black) or targeted PV-cell activation (blue). f. Spatial distribution of all cells in the network that were either significantly suppressed (red) or not (black). g. Population data for the amount of PV- and SOM-mediated suppression observed at cells’ different response levels across all single cell networks. h–k. Same as d–g, in experiments in which focal stimulation was targeted to single SOM neurons. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; NS, not significant. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m.
Figure 6. Spatial and functional analysis of targeting by single PV and SOM neurons

a. The amount of suppression in significantly suppressed cells is plotted against their distance from the stimulated PV cell (top) or SOM cell (bottom). Best fit coloured lines show individual networks; black line depicts pooled data. b. The orientation preferences of significantly suppressed cells are colour-coded for two example networks (top, PV (blue); bottom, SOM (pink)). c. Distribution of preferred orientations of target cells (black lines) for these example networks, superimposed with the orientation tuning curve of the stimulated PV (blue line, top) or SOM (pink line, bottom) neuron. d. Bar graphs show the mean proportion of neurons that matched the preferred orientation of stimulated PV neurons (blue bars) or SOM neurons (pink bars), and the orthogonal, non-preferred orientation. Grey bars show the same comparison when the preferred orientations were randomly re-sampled among the neurons in the fields of view (Random PO and Random nonPO). For PV but not SOM, the actual percentage of targets at the PO was greater than expected with random targeting, indicating that PV cells may preferentially suppress cells with similar functional response properties. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; NS, not significant. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.m.